How Do Developers Follow Security-Relevant Best Practices When Using NPM Packages?
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Abstract—Node.js has become popular among developers, partially because of its large software ecosystem of NPM (Node Package Manager) packages. When building JavaScript (JS) applications on top of NPM packages, developers can reuse the provided functionalities to improve programmer productivity. However, many NPM packages have been recently found vulnerable or malicious. Such packages can introduce vulnerabilities into their client JS applications, and realize software supply chain attacks. To reduce the impact of potentially malicious NPM packages in Node.js software ecosystem, experts suggested best practices to developers when they maintain package dependencies. These best practices include using specific commands and/or tools to (a) conduct security audit for dependencies and remove vulnerable dependencies, (b) remove unused and duplicated dependencies, and (c) fixate the version information of library/package dependencies.

We were curious how developers followed and will follow those best practices. For this paper, we did a large-scale empirical study on 841 popularly used open-source JS applications. By analyzing their configuration files (e.g., package.json and package-lock.json), we revealed that only 32% of the applications lock the version numbers of package dependencies. The commands/tools reported (i) vulnerable, (ii) unused, and (iii) duplicated dependencies separately in 55%, 90%, and 83% of applications, which fact implies that developers often ignored the best practices we examined. We did a user study with developers to acquire their opinions on the suggested best practices and got interesting feedback. Our research will enlighten future research on the management of NPM package dependencies.

Index Terms—Empirical, NPM packages, best practices

I. INTRODUCTION

Node.js is an open-source, cross-platform, JavaScript (JS) runtime environment that executes JS code outside of a web browser [1]. NPM (Node Package Manager) is the default package manager of Node.js. NPM consists of a command-line client, also called npm, and an online database of public and private packages called the npm registry. The npm registry hosts more than one million NPM packages, and thus provides the largest ecosystem of open-source libraries in the world [1]. Due to the widespread use of Node.js, more and more developers download NPM packages into their local software environments and develop JS applications on top of that. Developers publish and reuse NPM packages to increase programmer productivity and improve software quality.

Security experts recently found malicious or vulnerable NPM packages that can enable software supply chain attacks—the attacks that hackers achieve by manipulating code or exploiting vulnerabilities in third-party software libraries, to compromise the client applications that use those libraries [2]. For instance, in March 2021, security experts identified a vulnerability in the NPM package netmask, which could expose private networks and lead to a variety of attacks such as malware delivery [3]. As netmask is highly popular, the vulnerability can affect more than 278,000 client projects once it is exploited. The usage of NPM packages can expose client applications to security risks. Therefore, to reduce risks, domain experts usually recommend application developers to follow best practices when maintaining package dependencies [4]–[8]. After extensively searching online with keywords “npm best practices”, we found the following three best practices (BPs) most popularly suggested:

BP1: Scan vulnerabilities in library dependencies using command “npm audit” and remove vulnerabilities with “npm audit fix” [4]–[11], because eliminating the usage of vulnerable packages can reduce the malicious module attack surface. The command “npm audit” submits to npm registry a description of dependencies in a JS application, and asks for a report of known vulnerabilities in those packages. If any vulnerability is found, the impact and appropriate remediation will be calculated. If the argument fix is also provided, i.e., “npm audit fix”, then remediation will be automatically applied to the dependency tree.

BP2: Scan and/or remove unused and duplicated packages using “depcheck” and “npm dedupe” [4], [5], [7], because these dependencies can unnecessarily grow the attack surface and add clutter to software implementation. “Depcheck” [12] is a tool to analyze the dependencies in a project, and to identify any unused direct or indirect (libraries direct dependencies depend on) NPM dependency. “npm dedupe” [13] is a command to reduce duplication in a dependency tree. It searches the tree for any package (regardless of the version numbers) that is depended on by multiple packages, and tries to simplify the overall structure by moving packages up the tree and merging redundant dependencies.

BP3: Enforce the lock file package-lock.json to pin library dependency versions [5], [6], [8], [10], so that developers can obtain deterministic installations of packages.
across different environments. Package.json is a JSON file that exists at the root of a JS/Node project. It holds metadata relevant to the project and it is used for managing the project’s dependencies, scripts, version, etc. [14]. When developers specify version ranges for package dependencies in package.json (e.g., “^5.2.0” means the value range “≥5.2.0 &<5.3.0”), npm has the freedom to decide which version to download within those ranges. Such freedom can introduce nondeterministic package downloads as well as installations across different environments [6], and pull in vulnerable or malicious package versions. For deterministic installations, JS developers are recommended to automatically generate lock files package-lock.json that explicitly document the exact version info, and commit lock files to software repositories.

With these best practices suggested for years, we were curious about the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: How well did developers follow best practices?
- **RQ2**: How well can existing tools address developers’ violations of best practices?
- **RQ3**: In the scenarios when developers do not follow best practices, what are the reasons?

To answer these questions, we conducted a large-scale empirical study on 841 popularly used open-source JS applications. After cloning the repositories on GitHub, we studied each application by taking three steps. First, to identify developers’ violations of any of the best practices mentioned above, we analyzed the configuration file(s) (e.g., package-lock.json) and JS code by applying our own scripts, existing npm commands, and related tools. Second, for the detected violations, we applied existing tools to address issues and to explore the feasibility for developers to follow best practices. Third, we sampled 60 detected violations and filed pull requests (PR) to examine developers’ willingness to follow the best practices.

Our study revealed interesting phenomena. Only 32% of the studied applications specify the exact versions of all library dependencies, most of which started using package-lock.json file in 2017–2018 to lock dependencies. Most applications (e.g., 65%) violate the best practice of fixing dependency versions, as they allow distinct versions of libraries to flexibly match the version-range specification. The scripts, commands, and/or tools we used reported vulnerable, unused, and duplicated dependencies separately in 460, 755, and 698 applications. These numbers imply that most developers did not make every effort to follow the suggested best practices. Although there is sufficient tool support to generate package-lock.json files, we do not have enough tools to remove unneeded and vulnerable packages. Developers expressed two major reasons to explain their decision-making. First, developers did not see the necessity of following best practices. Second, developers found the outputs of recommended tools to be wrong.

Our scripts and datasets are available at https://figshare.com/s/c7e6647a6d5b4cc8a2d7

II. METHODOLOGY

To understand how developers follow the best practices concerning dependency security, we first created a large dataset of JS applications, and took three steps to investigate our research questions mentioned in Section I.

**Dataset Creation**: We identified subject programs by referring to the top 1,000 most depended-upon packages [15]. We started with this initial set of JS applications for two reasons. First, each of the applications has a package published at npm registry. It means that the applications are likely to have package.json files to be checked for our investigation, and npm commands are probably executable with them. Second, the most depended-upon packages are definitely popularly used JS applications. Analyzing these subject applications can enhance the representativeness of our empirical results. In the list of 1,000 JS applications, we successfully located the GitHub repositories for 980 applications, and 919 of them have package.json in the most recent versions. By removing duplicated repositories, we got a dataset of 841 repositories.

**Step 1: Investigating how well developers followed best practices (RQ1)**: For best practice (a), we applied “npm audit” (i.e., npm-audit) to check whether any project depends on known vulnerable NPM package(s). For best practice (b), we applied “depcheck” and “npm ls --all” to separately reveal unused and duplicated dependencies. In particular, “npm ls --all” prints a dependency tree for each JS application. We wrote a script to scan every tree, and to decide whether any package occurs multiple times in a tree; if so, the package is duplicated. For best practice (c), we scanned the projects downloaded from GitHub for (1) the version spec of library dependencies in package.json, and (2) the existence of package-lock.json. If a project has no lock file and specifies version ranges for some dependencies, we consider it to violate the best practice.

**Step 2: Investigating how well existing tools can address developers’ violations to best practices (RQ2)**: For any application that violates best practice (a) by using vulnerable packages, we applied “npm audit fix” to tentatively address those issues. Afterwards, we reapplied “npm audit” to check whether all vulnerable packages were successfully replaced.

Concerning best practice (b), if an application has unused packages reported, we did not try to address the issues because there is no tool to perform that task. If an application has duplicated dependencies reported, we first applied “npm dedupe” to remove all duplicates. We then reapplied “npm audit” to list the dependency tree and find remaining duplicates.

Concerning best practice (c), as package-lock.json is automatically generated whenever npm modifies either package.json or the dependency tree, we did not further explore how well this feature works; it seems that the default mechanism works well to generate lock files. Developers only need to always commit their lock files to software repositories, in order to ensure consistent build results.

**Step 3: Investigating what developers think of their best practice violations (RQ3)**: We sampled 20 violations for each best practice, ensured the violations to be from distinct projects, and filed pull requests (PRs) to interact with different developers. In each PR, we described the recommended best practice, the security implication of that best practice, any vi-
A. Developers’ Compliance with Best Practices

By running “npm audit” with the latest software versions of 841 repositories, we found the command to report vulnerabilities in 460 (55%) programs, no vulnerability in 152 (18%) projects; it failed to execute in the remaining 229 ones.

Among the 229 cases where errors were reported, the command cannot identify any appropriately generated lock files, nor can we reproduce lock files for a variety of reasons (e.g., no access to private packages or unsupported URL types). The command runs smoothly with 612 projects, among which there are more applications with reported vulnerabilities than those without (460 vs. 152). For the 460 vulnerable applications, Fig. 1 shows their distribution based on the counts of detected vulnerable dependencies. Generally speaking, as the number of vulnerable dependencies increases, the number of applications decreases. As shown in the figure, most programs (i.e., 238) have 6 or fewer vulnerable dependencies; 222 programs have at least 7 vulnerable dependencies. All numbers mentioned above imply that according to “npm audit”, vulnerable dependencies popularly exist in JS applications. It seems that developers paid little attention to vulnerable dependencies, or did little to intentionally reduce those vulnerabilities.

Finding 1: Most developers did not seem to follow best practice (a), as “npm audit” reported lots of vulnerabilities.

Finding 2: 755 out of 841 have unused dependencies reported by “depcheck” in their latest versions.

Finding 3: 698 out of the 841 projects have duplicated dependencies reported. Most projects seem to have alarmingly large numbers of duplicates reported (i.e., 17–512).

In terms of lock files, we observed 269 programs to have package-lock.json files in version history. There are 21 programs that have no dependency on any NPM package, so they do not need any lock file to fixate any library dependency. Another three programs specify the exact version numbers of all package dependencies in package.json files, so they do not need any lock file either. Namely, in only 35% (293/841) of the studied cases, we have no difficulty reproducing the original software environment where developers build and execute their programs. The other 548 programs have no lock file in GitHub repositories, although they all have library dependencies.

Since 2017 when NPM 5 was released, package-lock.json has been automatically generated for any npm operation that modifies the node_modules tree or package.json. The lock file describes the exact tree that was generated in the developers’ environment, so that subsequent installs can generate identical trees regardless of intermediate dependency updates [16].

It is unknown how soon developers adopted the best practice,

B. Duplicated Dependencies

Fig. 2: The CDF of 755 JS applications based on the unused dependencies reported

Fig. 3: The CDF of 698 applications based on the duplicated dependencies reported

Unused dependencies were reported in the latest versions of 755 programs. Fig. 2 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of 755 programs based on the number of unused dependencies reported. In the figure, we use a log scale for the x-axis, as the number of unused dependencies varies a lot across applications. Each application has 1–127 unused dependencies reported. For each label $2^n$ on the x-axis, the y-value counts the applications that have at least 1, and at most $2^n$ unused dependencies. According to the figure, 715 programs have $[2^0, 2^4]$ or 1–32 unused dependencies. The median count of unused dependencies per project is 6, while the mean value is 10. These numbers imply that many programs have one or multiple unused dependencies reported.

Duplicated dependencies were reported in the most recent versions of 698 programs. Fig. 3 shows the CDF of 698 programs based on the duplicated dependencies reported. According to Fig. 3, the majority of programs have 17-512 duplicates in their separate dependency trees. The median count of duplicated dependencies is 129, and the mean is 192.

Finding 2: 755 out of 841 have unused dependencies reported by “depcheck” in their latest versions.

Finding 3: 698 out of the 841 projects have duplicated dependencies reported. Most projects seem to have alarmingly large numbers of duplicates reported (i.e., 17–512).
of committing lock files to version history, so we mined the version history of 841 projects. We found that 822 of the projects were created in or before 2017. Among these projects, 268 projects have lock files in their latest versions. We further located the commits that initially introduced lock files into the 268 repositories. As shown in Fig. 4, 104 programs added lock files to repositories in 2017; this number slightly went down to 91 in 2018, and dropped significantly to 39 in 2019; in 2021, only 8 programs added lock files. The figure implies that the developers who care about deterministic installs typically committed lock files to repositories as early as possible. If some developers did not introduce lock files into repositories earlier, they may also be reluctant to add those files later. **Finding 4:** 548 projects have no lock file under version control. Among the 268 projects we further studied, 195 projects added package-lock.json files in 2017 or 2018.

To sum up, our results show that most developers did not follow best practices (a)–(c). Although a good number of programs (i.e., 269) have lock files added to GitHub repositories, we have not seen the best practice widely spread among projects over years.

**B. Current Tools to Remove Violations of Best Practices**

For the 460 applications with vulnerable dependencies reported in the latest software versions, we applied “npm audit fix” to address issues, and to replace vulnerable versions with the secure ones as npm suggests. Unfortunately, we found only 55 applications to have the issues fully resolved; 164 applications have issues partially removed; and 241 applications have issues remain. In other words, 405 (i.e., 164 + 241) programs still have vulnerable dependencies. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of 405 fixed programs based on the counts of vulnerable dependencies. By comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 1, we saw that the fixed programs have a lot fewer vulnerable dependencies. 264 fixed programs have 1–6 vulnerable dependencies, and no fixed program has a count beyond 33.

Our observations imply that “npm audit fix” can reduce vulnerable dependencies for some applications; however, it still cannot remove all vulnerable dependencies for most programs. One possible reason can explain such deficiency: the secure alternatives of some vulnerable versions do not satisfy the version-range spec in package.json. For instance, package hapi has versions 6.1.0 and earlier known to be vulnerable to a rosetta-flash attack, which can be used by attackers to send data across domains and to break the browser same-origin-policy [17]. To remedy any program depending on the vulnerable versions, npm needs to replace those versions with versions ≥6.1.1. However, if a program specifies “1.x” for hapi in package.json, npm-audit does not replace the vulnerable version because the secure alternative 6.1.1 or later does not satisfy that version spec. More advanced tools or fixing strategies are still needed to eliminate vulnerable dependencies in a larger portion of JS applications.

**Finding 5:** The command “npm audit fix” removed all vulnerable dependencies in only 55 programs, but kept vulnerable dependencies as they were in 241 programs.

For the 698 applications with duplicated dependencies reported in the latest version, we applied “npm dedupe” (i.e., npm-dedupe) to eliminate duplicates. Unfortunately, we found only 10 applications to have duplicates fully removed; 467 applications have duplicates partially removed; 113 applications have duplicates unchanged; 118 applications have duplicates increased. Namely, 688 of the 698 applications still have duplicates reported. The median count of duplicates is 119, and the mean value is 179. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of 688 applications based on the counts of reported duplicates. When comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 3, we found the figures to be almost the same.

Our observations imply that although npm-dedupe can provide some help to reduce duplicates in certain circumstances, it does not always work effectively. Instead, it kept duplicates unchanged or even increased duplicates in many applications. We manually inspected the dependency trees of some packages, but could not identify any characteristics to explain the command’s ineffectiveness. The command may have implementation issues.
TABLE I: Developers’ feedback on our PRs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
<th># of PRs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audit</td>
<td>Developers considered the vulnerabilities to be false positives.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developers accepted the suggested fix</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused</td>
<td>Developers believed the reports to be false positives.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developers partially agreed, and would like to remove some reported unused packages.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developers did not worry about unused dependencies.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicated</td>
<td>Developers explained the necessity to have duplicated dependencies.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developers agreed that duplicated dependencies should be removed, but they did not trust npm-dedupe.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developers assumed the package manager can reduce duplication by default.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developers did not worry about duplicated dependencies.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock</td>
<td>Developers did not see the need to pin dependency versions</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding 6: Npm-dedupe removed all reported duplicates in only 10 programs, partially removed duplicates in 467 programs, but kept or increased duplicates in 231 programs.

C. Reasons for Violations of Best Practices

After filing 60 pull requests (PRs) based on the detected violations of best practices, we received 22 responses. As summarized in Table I, only 4 out of 22 developers are (partially) positive about our PRs; they either modified or will modify projects accordingly.

1) Feedback for audit-related PRs: Among the seven PRs related to npm-audit, two PRs received the same response from distinct developers—a reference to article “npm audit: Broken by Design” [18]. The article complained that “in many situations, (npm-audit) leads to a 99%+ false positive rate, creates an incredibly confusing first programming experience, .... and at some point will lead to actually bad vulnerabilities slipping in unnoticed.” As npm-audit offers no concrete security exploit to demonstrate any successful attack, developers wonder whether the exploits are only achievable when hackers can access their machines. Consequently, developers lose trust in vulnerability reports, because if hackers can control developers’ machines, they can cause more severe problems than just hacking a JS application.

Another two PRs are about either a vulnerable package listed in the “devDependencies” segment inside package.json, or a vulnerable dependency of the test suite. Developers believed the issues to be irrelevant, as the vulnerable dependencies will not get included into the released software products. All the above-mentioned concerns on npm-audit make sense to us. They imply that developers care about security and vulnerable dependencies, but they are unsatisfied with npm-audit and desperately need better tools. Three of our PRs were accepted by developers. They responded with “Audit fixes were applied, thanks” or “Working on this”.

Finding 7: Developers cared about security. However, some developers felt npm-audit to be broken when reporting vulnerabilities, as the tool has many false positives.

2) Feedback on PRs related to unused or duplicated dependencies: Among the seven PRs related to unused dependencies, four PRs were considered false positives. One developer explained “The detection is wrong. For instance, check-dts is used in package scripts ...” As shown in Listing 1, check-dts is mentioned in the test script of the project’s package.json, but “depcheck” incorrectly reported it unused. For a fifth PR, the developer considered the report partially correct: some used packages are wrongly diagnosed as unused. However, the developer would like to remove the ones correctly reported. For the remaining two PRs, developers believed that the unused dependencies are irrelevant to core files and cause no runtime issue, so they decided to change nothing. All developers’ responses are meaningful and valuable to us, as they all indicate limitations of the recommended tool “depcheck”.

Listing 1: A package.json file that uses check-dts

```json
"scripts": {
  "test": "jest --coverage && eslint . bin/* && check-dts && size-limit"
}
```

Finding 8: Most developers considered the reported unused dependencies as (1) false alarms or (2) unimportant issues. One developer wanted to fix the correctly reported issues.

Four PRs are related to duplicated dependencies. For one PR, developers clarified their intent of having duplicated dependencies. Currently, npm-dedupe considers distinct versions of the same package within a dependency tree to be duplicates. However, developers preferred treating those multiple versions as distinct dependencies to preserve the differences between versions. For another PR, developers agreed that duplicated dependencies should be removed, but they did not trust npm-dedupe to automatically reorganize dependency trees. For a third PR, developers believed that the duplicated dependencies were introduced by the tree produced by “devDependencies”. As those dependencies will not get included into the released software, developers felt no obligation to remove the reported duplicates. We agreed on all concerns mentioned above.

For a fourth PR, developers believed that by default, npm could reduce duplicates when installing dependencies, so they did not see the need to specially invoke “npm dedupe”. Based on our experience, nevertheless, the default npm installer often does not reduce duplicates effectively. Specially invoking “npm dedupe” helps remove more duplicates.

Finding 9: Most developers did not worry about duplicated dependencies. Meanwhile, some developers expressed (1) the necessity of keeping multiple versions of the same package, and (2) their concern on depcheck’s reliability.

3) Feedback for lock-related PRs: For all four PRs, developers considered it unnecessary to lock dependency versions. A developer mentioned “… packages should not have lockfiles. Consumers should always have a lockfile in their application, which fully addresses all the concerns described …”. This explanation seems contradictory to us. When a package P depends on other packages, the package itself is a consumer of packages and should have a package-lock.json file included into its software repository. Unfortunately, the developers we contacted did not consider their own projects to be consumers...
of other packages. Another developer believes it OK to omit lock files, as all packages on which his/her project depends will always follow semantic versioning. However, this belief does not always hold as people observed incorrect semantic versions to cause issues when lock files are missing [19], [20].

Finding 10: Developers did not bother to use lock files, mainly because they did not care about reproducible builds or did not fully understand the locking mechanism.

IV. OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Our work presented significant gaps between the recommended best practices of NPM dependency maintenance and developers’ actual practices, as well as between the expected tool support and existing tools’ capabilities. Such gaps may result in serious software vulnerabilities and cause various issues to end users. Below are our recommendations:

a) For Developers: Generate lock files to fixate the package dependencies for any released version of their JS projects, and put those files under version control. Without lock files, the npm client may install dependencies into the node_modules directory nondeterministically. This means that due to the installation order and time of dependencies, the structure of a node_modules directory can be different from one person to another. These differences can cause hard-to-reproduce bugs that take a long time to fix [20], [21].

b) For Tool Builders: Improve existing tools or create new tools to better meet developers’ needs. Concerning security audits, developers consider npm-audit to generate too many false positives, as the tool does not provide any evidence to show how each reported vulnerability can be actually leveraged by hackers. Concerning the detection of unused or duplicated dependencies, developers also reported false alarms produced by existing tools. Our experiment results show that there is insufficient tool support to help developers properly address their violations of best practices. We still need more advanced tools that conduct sophisticated program analysis, to generate customized project-specific attacks, to improve detectors’ accuracy, and to generate high-quality fixing suggestions.

c) For Researchers: Cautiously use existing npm commands and tools when conducting empirical studies and reporting experiment results; invent and adopt better tools to improve the rigor of empirical findings. We noticed that some recent studies were conducted based on the usage of depcheck [22], [23] and npm-audit [24], [25]. However, depcheck can falsely report unused dependencies [26] (see Section III-C2). Npm-audit reports vulnerabilities based on the existence of vulnerable package dependencies, instead of based on the finer-granularity code analysis or enabled security exploits. Developers did not seriously treat the reported vulnerabilities most of the time, as reflected by our experimental measurements (Section III-A) and user study (Section III-C3). Therefore, researchers need to be very careful when summarizing the security of NPM ecosystem by using npm-audit.

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY

a) Threats to External Validity: All observations we made are limited to the selected JS projects, and the selected developers who responded to our PRs. The observations may not generalize to unchosen projects or developers who did not receive or reply our PRs. In the future, we plan to include more projects and involve more developers into our empirical study, so that our findings are more representative.

b) Threats to Internal Validity: Some tools like yarn [27] and snyk [28] can serve as alternatives to the commands/tools suggested in the best practices. We did not experiment with these additional tools due to their limited availability and less popularity. However, most of our observations are likely to preserve even if we used the alternatives. For instance, similar to npm-audit, snyk-test also reveals vulnerable dependencies based on a predefined vulnerability database. It does not customize security attacks for any JS project, so it is unlikely to better satisfy developers. As with npm, yarn can also generate lock files to fixate versions of package dependencies. Nevertheless, if developers do not see the need to pin dependency versions, yarn cannot better help developers, either.

VI. RELATED WORK

Various research was conducted to help improve developers’ secure coding practices [29]–[35]. The research most related to our paper includes the empirical studies to characterize NPM packages and their dependencies [19], [36]–[42]. Specifically, Wittern et al. analyzed the NPM ecosystem and found that package dependencies increased over time, although many projects depend on a core set of packages. Cogo et al. explored why developers downgraded package dependencies; they revealed reasons like (1) defects in a specific version of a provider, (2) unexpected feature changes in a provider, (3) incompatibilities, and (4) prevention of issues introduced by future releases [42]. Decan et al. [39] and Zerouali et al. [40] studied how soon developers updated their dependencies after the new package releases became available. Both groups reported that a lot of dependency information was updated weeks or months later than the introduction of new releases.

Compared with prior work, our study is different in terms of the research scope and study method. We summarized the best practices widely suggested by NPM-related tutorials, and examined how and why developers violated those rules.

VII. CONCLUSION

This study assesses how developers follow security-related practices when using NPM packages. We analyzed 841 JS repositories, and observed interesting phenomena. Developers are often recommended to use certain commands/tools to (1) scan for and remove vulnerable dependencies, (2) remove unused and duplicated packages, and (3) add lock files to software version control. However, in reality, even though tools can report violations of the above-mentioned best practices, current tools seldom fix those violations and developers rarely treat tool outputs seriously. In the future, we will better define best practices, and build tools to (i) better reveal violations of best practices as well as (ii) synthesize attacks that exploit vulnerable dependencies.
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